Field Trial Results January 2017

OPEN ALL AGE: Judges - Dave Garrett and Tommy Negrete
1. Blew Me Away (Bud) H: Paul Doiron O: Norm and Terry Ahl (Brittany)
2. NAFC/FC/AFC Spanish Corral's Sundance Kid (Sonny) H: Paul Doiron O: Joe Gower (Brittany)
3. NAFC/GFC/AFC/3X AmFldCh Spanish Corral's Sonny Patch (Patch) H: Paul Doiron O: Joe Gower (Brittany)
4. Withheld

OPEN GUN DOG: Judges - Jim Gagnon and Dennis Brown
1. FC/AmFldCh K-Nine's On The Loose (Lucy) H: Paul Doiron O: Linda McDonald and Arlette Hennessey (Brittany)
2. FC/AFC/AmFldCh Spanish Corral's Sundance Kid (Sonny) H: Paul Doiron O: Ellen Weinfurtner (Brittany)
3. FC Spice's Whiz Kid (Kid) H: Paul Doiron O: Jerry and Carolyn Cape (Brittany)

OPEN DERBY: Judges - Dave Hayes and Tommy Negrete
1. JT Copper Buckaroo (Buck) H: Paul Doiron O: Jeff Minch (Brittany)
2, 3, 4 withheld

AMATEUR GUN DOG: Judges - Arlette Hennessey and Wayne Hale
1. Christian's Phillie (Phillie) - H: Lance Ayers (Brittany)
2. Rosie’s Little Rascal (Petie) - H: Norm Ahl (Brittany)
3. Poquito's Lariat De Mi Riata (Lariat) - H: Maria Zucconi (Vizsla)
4. Windy Hill Tumblin' Tara (Tara) - H: Bill Bradford (Brittany)